^ URENUI & DISTRICTS HEALTH GROUP
Patient Interviews - Properties surrounding & near Remediation Ltd, Mokau Road Uruti
DATE OF INTERVEIW

6/03/2021

JENNY BAKER

KIM BAKER

64 years old

43 years old

77 years old

58 years old

47 years old

1358 Mokau Rd

1358 Mokau Rd

1415 Mokau Rd

Mokau Rd

Mokau Rd

20 years

Just visiting 3days to a week, 4 times a year

77 years

24 years

4 years

NAME

DATE OF BIRTH
ADDRESS
EARS LIVING IN URUTI
VITALSIGNS

Femp: 37.4*C,
HR: 84 bpm,

MEDICALHISTORY

MEDICATIONS

B/P:140/80,
Sa02: 97%on RA

Sallstones, high cholestrol. Mental issues
ince moving to Uruti

Atorvastatin, Olanzapine, Lamotrigine

TRENT AGEI\

B/P:135/90,

remp:36.3*C, B. P 140/78, HR 55 bpm,

Temp 36. 6*C, B/P 130/82, HR 93 bpm,

Sa02 98% RA

Sa02 98%RA

Sa02 97%

Temp:36. 7*C, B/P: 108/72
Pulse:88bpm, Sa02:98%

Endometriosis, high cholestrol

HTN, high cholestrol

Heart conditions, Blood clots. Arthritis

Nil of Note

Hydrocortisoneto facewhen itchy

Enatapril, Bendrofluazide, simvastatin

Atorvastatin, Rivaroxaban, Losec, Betaloc

Nil of Note

Excelllent at sleeping

Excellent

Poor since moving to Uruti, trying to get to
;leep due to the smell

Worm farm- sewage smell, but 3 times
worse, Deodoriser- sweet sickly scent

when chicken offal- offensive gagging

like human faeces, worse with a light wind
as it linding

Femp: 36. 2,
Pulse: 75bpm,

SLEEPPATTERN

ISMELL

8/03/2021

9/03/21 '1

7/03/2021

6/03/2021

Rotting compost, Deodorizer- smothering

iheep manure smell, rotting flesh dead

smell

smell

Now- pungent smell, up the nose, goes
thru the house. Deodoriser chemical smell,

not pleasant

ISYMPTOMS

Chest infection at Christmas time,

Chest infection at Christmas time,

Weeping itchy eyes, burnig & itchy in face,

No symptoms

allergy rash, sneezing at home, when away
no sneezing. Son Dylan gets really bad rash
on thighs

productive cough, clear sputum, face pricky upper respiratory tract issues
sensation, itchy but no rash present

Late evening to early morning, not every
night, couple of times a week

depends on the wind direction

hardly no wind, worse at time

Yes - years/ Mental ice vappingfor 2 weeks Never smoked

Never smoked

Ex-smoker, vapes

current smoker

Jenny loves gardening, flower &

No issues with animals, John at his end of
tether, not being belivered re odour, and
health effects, angry, managing
stress/depression, states he thinks this

Smell needs to stay in boundary, doesn't
want chicken waste products

dogs barkings, worse at night, have a
dehumifider. Two dogs have unexplained
sores on hip area and one with rash on

SMELLWORSEWHEN?

Night time and early morning

ISMOKER

COMMENTS

bubble like sores on arms, GP states it's an

vegetables, cant cope with stench outside,
leant open windows, as smell gets into
Ihome

Late at night

effects women more than men.

chest area.
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DATE OF INTERVEIW
MAME
DATE OF BIRTH
ADDRESS

VITALSIGNS

MEDICALHISTORY

08/03/2021

51 years old

52 years old

13 years old

1540 Mokau Rd

1587 Mokau Rd

1177 & 1587 Mokau Rd

24/2/2021

24/2/2021

DAWN BENDALL

JACOBBENDALL

GLEN BENDALL

49 years old

11 years old

1540 Mokau Rd

1540 Mokau Rd

9 years, in two different addresses

9 years, in two different addresses

/EARS LIVING IN URUTI

07/03/20;1

24/2/2021

B/P: 120/80,

17 years

13 years lives at two households between
the worm farm

Temp:36. 4*C, B/P 112/68, HR:72bpm,

TEMP: 37. 2*C
B/P: 130/90,
Sa02: 98% on RA, PULSE: SObpm

Femp: 36. 8*C,

5a02: 98% on RA, Pulse: 88bpm

5a02:97%RA

Ca breast/ VIT B12 Deficiency

Hypothyroidism 12 ago

Asthma, hayfever, sinitis, worse since living

Chronic hayfever, sinusitis

in Uruti

MEDICATIONS

612 injections/Tamoxifen

Hydrocortisone to rash

Treatment carbimazolefor 2 years,
stopped 10 years ago.

Fluticasone inhaler, Flixonasespray

Eye drops, nasal spray and oral tablets to
help decrease the irritation

No current medication

1EEPPATTERN

Sleeps for only 3 hours at a time, coughing
in bed, poor quality sleep, wakes up tired

Poor, wakefut at night, as dogs barking and
scratching

'oor sleeping, wakes up tired

Good

and no motivation

ISMELL

Offensive, gagging, fearful of chemicals, as
knows the effects on the body medically,
works in the Oil & Gas industry, they need
full PPEto pump out the drilling wastes,
but none when they dump the product at

Chemical taste in mouth,

Pungent rotten smell, gagging, dry retching
and odd time vomits when driving past in
early morining and late evening

Uruti worm farm

ISYMPTOMS

Headaches,watery eyes, dry sore throat,
runny nose, coughing-non productive,
itchy arms and face, fatigued

Blotchy rash on buttocks to lower legs,
itchy, disappears when on holiday

Itchy rash on face,arms, fatigued,forgetful, Blocked nose consistenly, sneezing,
coughing at times
mind altering-chemical and glues,
physical/mental effects on body worse last
year to current month, feeling
angry, headaches, hallucinogenic effect,
was quick with answer- slowed down now.
Glen has been awayfor 4 days- feeling
great whilst away, within three hours of
coming home, started to cough, phlem in
back of throat. Glen believes he is being

Weeping itchy eyes, sneezing, chronic dry
cough in the morining,

poisoned by Remediation Ltd.
ISMELLWORSEWHEN?

[depending on wind, almost every day

|Late evening to early morning, especially
|worse with low mist/fog

Ex-smoker-

Never smoked

|Mainlyat night, but gets whiffs in/out

2000- 0800 hours, most days
No

SMOKER

No

[COMMENTS

Noticed an increase of eye infections in her

Noticed an increase of eye infections in her

pigs, dogs and cattle

pigs, dogs and cattle, dogs scratchingand
yowlingover night. Glen hasdrug/alcohol
testing at work frequently

Never
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DATEOF INTERVEIW

6/03/2021

6/03/2021

31 years old

70 years old

62 years old

6 Uruti Rd

25 Uruti Rd

51 Moki Rd

51 Moki Rd

9 years

2 years

41 years, two different addresses

41 years, two different addresses

7/03/2021

7/03/2021

7/03/2021

DANIELLE GILLESPIE

ALISONGILLESPIE

JESSWEEKS

DATEOF BIRTH

9 years old

43 Years old

ADDRESS

6 Uruti Rd
9 years

MAME

EARS LIVINGIN URUTI
VITALSIGNS

MEDICALHISTORY

Unexplained rash, abdo pain, sometimes
tired

|Temp:36. 9*C, B/P 113/67, HR:70bpm,

Temp:36.8*C, B/P 100/70, HR:82bpm,

Temp: 36. 9*C, B/P: 140/97, Pulse: 67bpm, Temp:36. 9*C, B/P 150/88, Pulse: 92, Sa02:

|Sa02:98%RA

Sa02:99%RA

Sa02 98% RA

98% RA

Hayfever as an adult, gets worse when is
outside in Uruti but generally fine when at

Nil of note

Ca Prostate, HTN, high cholestrol

HTN

work and elsewhere.
MEDICATIONS

Hydrocortisone for rash

No medications

B12 supplement

No medications

Candesartan

ISLEEPPATTERN

Good steeper

Good steeper

Poor sleeping

Extremely poor sleeper, not for urinary

Awakethree times overnight, not to pass

symptoms

urine

No smell at house, but Jess has a metallic
taste in her mouth consistenly, Dylan
(husband) smells it between 8. 30 - Sam at
house- smells like a dump.

Rotten pungent unique odour, 2 year old
grandchild asks what the smell is when
driving past the worm farm.

Stale toxic smell

Since August 2020- fatique, carpel tunnel

Sinus problems, blocked tear ducts- last
few years, dry skin

Weeping eyes-approx 6 months, sinus
problems, 10 years ago- swollen eyes for
over one year, many doctors could not find
a diagnosis

No smell at house. Stench is really bad
driving past and at the surrounding
properties, from the quarry to past the

SMELL

Bendall's. Smells like a mix of rotten meat

and chemical vapour, have had the feeling
of breathing difficulties when the stench
has been really bad.
SYMPTOMS

Unexplained rash on torso and down
thighs, itchy, looked like topical reaction

|Tired, sore eyes, congested in the morning

symptoms- constanttinglingfingers to
shoulder, dr unsure why, dizzyness,
headaches,feeling much better since
taking B12 supplements

but no different foods or activities at the
time, has been lethargic at times

Driving past Worm farm,

SMELLWORSE WHEN?

Evenings and mornings

|Late evening to around Sam, way worse in
Iwinter and misty weather

ISMOKER

Never smoked

Never smoked

Ex-smoker4 years

Ex-smoker, stopped in 1985

Husband has had skin irritations on face

Dogs have eye issues at home, but when
away at farm(Tarata), eyes clear up

Noticed increase in cattle with weepingeye 2 year old grandson, notices the smell as
conditions
drives past the worm farm

COMMENTS

and irritated eyes.

Never smoked
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MAME
DATE OF BIRTH

24/02/2021
THOMAS FRANKBAKER
69 years old

24/02/2021

DATEOF INTERVEIW

QUINN ASHTON BENDALL
9 years old

ADDRESS

1358/1540 Mokau road, Uruti

1358/1540Mokau road, Uruti

YEARS LIVING IN URUTI

8 years, between 2 households

20 years between two properties

MEDICALHISTORY

Low T3/T4 levels

Hypertension

MEDICATIONS

No medications

Medication for hypertension

ISLEEP PATTERN

Sleeps intermittently

Poor sleeper at home, good at resthome

VITALSIGNS

SMELL

ISYMPTOMS

Headacheswhen been outside for too long, Coughing when outside, very lethargic and

especiallywhen the air cools

sleepy when living at home, goes for
respite care for 4 days, perks up, active,
then home again, slows down again

ISMELLWORSEWHEN?

When air cools, late evening

SMOKER

Never smoked

COMMENTS

Current smoker, just changed to vapping

Summarized by Dawn Bendall, EPOAfor
Tom

Information has been collated by:
Gail Allison
District Health Nurse

Urenui & Districts Health Group Inc.
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SATELLITE VIEW

Stars represent households that were canvased - 10 in total (all surrounding neighbours)

D

Red triangle shows the approximate location of Remediation Ltd

